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8th Hussars Sabretache
THE ASSOCIATION OF 8TH CANADIAN HUSSARS (PRINCESS LOUISE’S) INC.
The artist: Brian Romagnoli is a leading Canadian heritage artist, designer and muralist. Born in St. Catherines,
Ontario.

The presence of the military dates back to the 1870’s when Hugh McMonagle’s racetrack at Sussex Vale was being used as a
training ground for the Militia, not only of the county but for units from around the province, and there was talk of procuring a
permanent drill ground somewhere in New Brunswick. In 1879 an option was taken on a 300-acre tract of land and these grounds
were transferred to the Department of Militia in 1893. For more than 30 years Camp Sussex was used for the annual training of
Militia troops, first in the fall of the year and later for a 10-day period, which included Dominion Day. This was the big day at Camp
Sussex. It was the occasion for a “review”, when the grounds were thronged with visitors watching the soldiers going through
maneuvers. Camp Sussex played an even more prominent role during the two World Wars. The Camp, although greatly reduced, is
still the headquarters of the 8th Canadian Hussars (Princes Louise’s). This regiment traces its origin back to the American
Revolution and the Virginia Regiment of Horse. As such it is the oldest regiment of cavalry in Canada. Brian’s mural shows as a
central focus the crest of the Royal Canadian Army Cadets of the 8th Canadian Hussars, and the 8th Hussars official mascot, a
cavalry horse named “Princess Louise”. A row of archival images includes portraits of HRH Princess Louise, the Marquis of Lorne,
the bread ovens, firing the salute and the Armory.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Personal Testimonial – Planned Giving Program 2018 – Sean Wallace VIIICH
When I started my career in the CAF I didn’t start out as a Hussar, I was a sig and re-mustering was one of the best decisions I ever
made. Although I was with the Hussars for only a few years, the lifelong friendships forged, and the new friendships made through
the association, often gives me pause to think how fortunate I was to serve in the best armoured regiment in the Corps.
When I was updating my will, it just so happened I received an issue of the Sabretache around the same time. My “better half” also
enjoys reading our newsletter and noted the “Planned Giving Program.” To be honest, it wasn’t really at the forefront of my mind
since I really didn’t plan on passing on any time soon; but it came time to finalize my will, I wanted to do something meaningful and I
couldn’t think of a better cause than the one that keeps Hussars connected, stewards of our regimental history, does great work
within the Hussar family (bursaries, etc.) and the in communities the Regiment resides – Our very own Association of 8th Canadian
Hussars.
I encourage any member, if you can, to become a part of the “Planned Giving Program.”
Sean Wallace
“Regi Patriaeque Fedelis”

PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM
The Association of 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s) Inc.
The Board of Directors of The Association of 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s) Inc. has authorized
the establishment of a Planned Giving Program. This program is available to members, and nonmembers, who wish to make testamentary gifts, donations or bequests to the Association through the
operation of their will at the moment it becomes effective.
Members and non-members may direct their estate to make gifts to The Association of 8th Canadian
Hussars (Princess Louise’s) Inc. to be used by the Association for the achievement of its objectives,
operations and purposes as well as to promote, safeguard and strengthen the Association financially for
the future. Members and non-members may also direct that their testamentary gifts be used for a
specific purpose; for example, support of the Museum, bursary program or any other activity conducted
by the Association.
An appropriate form for a testamentary bequest to The Association of 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess
Louise’s) Inc. may be as follows:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I DIRECT my estate to donate the sum of _______________ ($___________) dollars to The Association
of 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s) Inc. to be used by the Association for its objects, activities
and purposes.
- or –
I GIVE, DEVISE AND BEQUEATH absolutely to The Association of 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s)
Inc., the sum of __________________ ($__________) to be used by the Association for its purposes and
objects, and, any other activity of the Association, as authorized by a resolution of its Board of Directors.
- or –
I DIRECT my estate to donate the sum of ________ dollars, or, an amount equal to ____________
percent ( __ %) of the residue of my estate, whichever is the lesser, to The Association of 8th Canadian
Hussars (Princess Louise’s) Inc. to be used by the Association for its objects and purposes and activities.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------These testamentary clauses are examples provided for illustrative purposes. Testamentary gifts and
bequests are a very personal commitment. Those interested in making a testamentary gift or bequest to
the Association should contact their legal advisor and obtain advice on how to modify their will to put
these wishes into effect. Donors need not be a member of the Association. This program is an excellent
way members and nonmembers alike, may, through the operation of their wills, continue to support
and benefit The Association of 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s) Inc. in the years to come.
For further information contact:
Jim Lockyer
(Wk) 506-863-2134
(Res) 506-854-2551
Email: james.lockyer@umoncton.ca
PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM

From Hon Col James Lockyer

Italian Campaign 2018 - From Rome to Rome
The Gregg Centre at the University of New Brunswick, as part of its military history course-load, conducts a biannual
field study of the Canadian Italian Campaign Battlefields (1943-1945). This year the tour began May 5th and ended
May 26th. The 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s) then known as the 8th Princess Louise’s (New Brunswick)
Hussars fought extensively throughout that campaign. Fifty-five 8th Hussars from Southern New Brunswick did not
come home.
Three members of the Hussar family, former Hon LCols Bill Coupland, Robin Craig and Hon Col Jim Lockyer joined
Dr. Lee Windsor, himself a former 8th Hussar, from the Gregg Center on this campaign battlefield study tour. There
were 12 UNB students taking the course for credit. The course instructors were Dr Windsor and Dr Cindy Brown.
All participants met in Rome on May 5th. After two days of taking in the sights of Rome including the Vatican,
Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps, and others, the focus of the discussion changed to the wartime presence
of German forces in Rome. We visited the site of the partisan attack in 1943 on a company of German soldiers in the
centre of Rome on the Via Resalla. This partisan IED attack killed 42 Germans. The immediate response of Germans
soldiers not killed or wounded was to shoot up the surrounding apartment buildings. The bullet holes and bomb blast
damage are evident on the walls surrounding the blast site. A day and a half later the Germans took revenge. Three
hundred and thirty-five (335) citizens of Rome were rounded up and taken to the Ardeatine Caves located within the
city limits and massacred.
We visited the Ardeatine Caves and walked through the impressive Memorial which contains the 335 graves. As we
were finishing our visit, I noticed two women - one of whom was elderly - approaching one of the graves. She stopped
and looked at it. She placed a rose. With tearful eyes, she told me it was the grave of her uncle.
Just before we left Rome on our way south to the Salerno Region, we stopped at Pyramide, a major intersection
which was the site of the Italian Army resistance battle against the Germans after Italy had changed sides after the
fall of Mussolini. Also located there and next to the intersection was a memorial to all Italians who took up arms
against the Germans and who paid the ultimate price. There was also a remembrance to 55 women who lived in
Rome, joined the resistance and took up the fight against the Germans.
Our group, in two nine passenger vans and one SUV left Rome and headed south on a four hour drive to the Salerno
Plain. We passed the famous Abbey of Monte Cassino high on its perch overlooking the entrance to the Liri Valley.
We passed Naples and finally arrived at the beach community of Paestum. It was here where three divisions of the
US and British combined forces came ashore on the Plain of Salerno in September of 1943 to begin the fight to take
Naples and begin the long march up the Italian boot.
We visited the heights of Mount Soprano high above the Salerno Plain to view the expanse of the landing beaches
some 30 kilometres long and the natural obstacles which could impede movement across the vast area. At each stop
Lee Windsor and Cindy Brown would discuss the events that took place along with the tactics and strategy employed
by both Allied and German commanders. This was a practice that would take place at every stop or stand for the next
three weeks.
The next day we took a forty-five-minute train ride past Mount Vesuvius to Naples where we climbed the heights to
Castel San Elmo, a castle perched on a steep rock formation high above the City of Naples. It was here in Naples
where the 8th Hussars came ashore after moving by sea from Sicily. From Castel San Elmo one could easily see
Mount Vesuvius, Naples, both the port and Bay of Naples and the Isle of Capri in the distance. The view was
spectacular.
After Naples it was a road move across Italy to Ortona and the Adriatic Coast via Salerno, Cassino (to which we
would return), the Biferno Valley, Campobasso and past the Moro River.
The entire trip consisted of stunning topography of deep valleys with mountains and narrow switchback country roads
leading to sizeable rural communities perched atop high mountain peaks. The seeds of these mountain top
communities were planted back in Roman times. The people built their communities up on these peaks for safety. In
the daytime they would work the fields down in the valleys. At night that would retire to the safety of the villages on
the peaks.

One such community was Oratino which required a long drive up a very narrow road to the top. (It was almost
harrowing - one did not want to look down. Guard rails were minimal) But when we got to the top and drove to the
lookoff at Oratino, the vista was unbelievable. You could see for miles in both directions. The terrain was stunning
and militarily very challenging, bordering on the impossible. These villages were extraordinary sites for forward
observation posts (FOP). Many of these mountain tops were used by both sides making much of the topography of
the Gustav Line readily visible. Dislodging an enemy from those high posts would require a Herculean effort and
considerable losses.
After the discussions at the look-off high up in the village of Oratino, we had a short break for an Expresso. We
walked into a small cafe. The owner heard us talking and said: “Where are you from?” His name was Patrick. He was
born in Ottawa and moved to Oratino 30 years ago with his wife. He goes back to Ottawa every summer. The
expressos were on the house. It was a great half hour. Who would have thought at the end of this long narrow
switchback road up to this village located high on a mountain peak we would find a Canadian serving Expresso?
Small world.
We were faithfully following the footsteps of Canadian Regiments as they made their way up along the boot of Italy
after disembarking on the beaches of Naples. At every stop, Dr. Lee Windsor and Dr. Cindy Brown of the Gregg
Centre at UNB continued this incredible three-week TEWT looking at locations where German and Allied Divisions
were sited in both defensive and offensive modes. Their detailed knowledge of the military campaigns and the
corresponding impact on the civilian population throughout these battles is nothing less than impressive. Both are
encyclopedic in their knowledge and their presentations which take place at every stop.
From there it was on to the Adriatic Coast, the Moro River and Ortona for the night. The next day Lee and Cindy took
our group through the Battle for the Moro River, the battles for “The Gully” and Casa Bernardi where Capt Paul
Triguet of the “Van Doos” won his VC.
The next day they walked us through the Battle for Ortona, Canada’s “Little Stalingrad”, where the soldiers of the
Loyal Eddies, Hasty Ps, Carlton and York and the PPCLI combined to take the town against fierce opposition. Theirs
was a stunning victory using unconventional tactics such as “mouseholing” and, unbelievably, a tank charge leading
the infantry down the narrow main street (then Highway 16 - now a pedestrian mall) at high speed.
The Germans were stunned at the audacity of tanks racing through the centre of Ortona with the infantry following
and house clearing by “mouseholing”. The town was taken. It was an enormous Canadian victory which the
population of Ortona still recognizes with considerable emotion. The monument erected by the community to
Canadian soldiers is very moving and like no other monument I have seen.
Before leaving the Ortona area, we went to the Moro River Canadian Cemetery (1400) where we placed a memento
on the grave of Pte. Jack McLaughlin - the uncle of Major Tom McLaughlin, chair of the VIIICH Museum. The
cemetery was filled with casualties from the regiments who liberated Ortona.
From Ortona we moved back inland along the Gustav Line to Castel di Sangro and explored the mountain sector of
that defensive Line. (As an aside, we were in Castel Di Sangro when the Giro d’Italie went through the town. This is
the second most important cycling race behind the Tour de France. It was an impressive event and our entire group
enjoyed the festive atmosphere in the town as well as the opportunity to witness the race as it went through the
town.)
The Gustav Line consisted of concrete gun emplacements, bunkers, obstacles, anti-tank ditches, and machine guns
nests, built in a line with interlocking arcs of fire and stretching across the midsection of Italy. It was built with slave
labour. This was true with all German entrenched defensive lines - Hitler Line, Gothic Line, Green Line 1 and Green
Line 2. German troops would arrive at a site where they wanted to build emplacements and would commandeer all
the residents of a nearby village to undertake the construction. Anyone who refused was shot. In one village one
hundred and twenty residents resisted. All were executed. Any indication of resistance was met with the same fate.
Children were not spared.
We were soon back to more switchback drives up to the mountain tops to see the difficult and challenging terrain. We
heard more about the partisan’s involvement in the war along with the tragedies inflicted on them. We also realized
the superhuman physical effort needed of soldiers fighting in this terrain in the full wetness and cold of December
conditions. We saw where the “West Novies” liberated the mountain top village of San Pietro Avellana and went on to
capture Point 1009 (3300’ ASL), defeating the Germans by literally scaling vertical cliffs. Unbelievable. There would
be a lot of this in the Italian campaign.

The recognition of this mind-boggling effort of mountain fighting with guns, ammunition and equipment was no more
evident as we moved into the Cassino basin where through the four battles for Cassino, 55,000 Allied and 20,000
German soldiers were casualties - either killed, wounded or missing in action over the surrounding mountain ridges
and valley floor. The climatic event was as the act of bombing both the Snakeshead Ridge and the Abbey of Monte
Cassino.
We went up to the Abbey of Monte Cassino along a narrow switchback road that defies description, climbing almost
vertically 1500 feet above the valley floor. (How tour buses get up there I will never know - in fact, I think I would
refuse to go up in one). More importantly, how any soldier fully-laden could climb these near vertical cliffs and mount
an attack on those objectives against well dug-in troops is beyond belief. On the approaches to the Abbey we got out
of the vehicles and climbed another couple hundred feet above the Abbey to Snakeshead Ridge (Hill 553 m) where
there is an impressive Polish Memorial and where we could look down on the Abbey and its surroundings. Over 1000
Polish soldiers lost their lives taking the Ridge and are buried in a beautiful Polish cemetery that is burrowed into the
Mountain Ridge adjacent to the Abbey.
We visited the large mountain top Abbey - an Abbey that currently houses eight monks. It was a total rebuild after the
1944 bombing which completely flattened and demolished it. Today, it’s ornate Basilica is one of the most impressive
churches on earth. The Abbey, founded around in the 530 AD by Saint Benedict, is the fourth on the site. Other
causes for the destruction of its predecessors included an earthquake and the Crusades.
Before leaving Cassino we visited the Commonwealth War Cemetery containing 4200 graves from all Commonwealth
countries. It was here that we first saw graves of members of the 8th Hussars. There were about ten. The cost in
human life and the sacrifices made in the Cassino basin were about to sink in.
Below the Abbey lay the Liri River and the mouth of the Liri Valley leading to Rome. To slow down the Allies, the
Germans fell back to the Hitler Line which stretched across the Liri Valley ten kilometres from the high towns of
Piedimonte to Pontecorvo. It was here the 8th Hussars swung into action and participated in the Melfa River Crossing
and the Melfa Breakout and on to Ceprano. We stopped at many of these sites and studied the ground, the obstacles
and features. At the site of the Melfa River Crossing we came upon a field, bright red in colour, filled with poppies - a
moving and fitting tribute to those who fought, and died there.
In many of the locations visited, we were met with friends of Lee and Cindy who related historical anecdotes of
incidents that framed the events from the Italian population’s perspective - the destruction, the destitution, the
German practices of slave labour and summary executions. The social cost was enormous - something that is not
sufficiently discussed or written about.
Next came a road move back across Italy to Pesaro, a resort town on the Adriatic, which served as our base for 6
days. Once again, the route took us through some of the most memorable topography anyone could imagine - simply
beautiful but highly problematic for the prosecution of battle and the movement of regiments, brigades, divisions and
corps. This would be the third crossing (of four) of Italy from the Mediterranean to the Adriatic and back again we
would make.
From Pesaro, the communities of Montelabatte, Montecchio, Coriano, and Rimini are within a 30-40-mile reach. The
difference, of course, is that this is the Gothic Line - an elaborate and massive defensive line which Hitler and his
generals wanted held at all costs and were prepared to defend in depth to ensure the survivability of “The Thousandyear Reich”. It was the most complex and strongest of all the lines.
It was here, once again, that the 8th Hussars were thrust into action. We went to the site of the Foglia River crossing
at Montecchio - a small village at the base of the forward slopes of the Gothic Line designated by Germany as the
“hold at all costs” line. It stretched from just northwest of Pesaro on the Adriatic coast to the fingers of the Apennines
Mountains at Gemmano.
This is continuous and steep agricultural countryside. It rises and falls sharply from valley floors to such heights as
Point 111 (metres ASL) Point 147, Points 204, and 253. They are known as Monte Peloso, Monte Marrone, and
Tomba di Pesaro.
It was these steep hills and valleys which turned out to be challenging but nevertheless accessible terrain for the
Sherman tanks of the 8th Hussars. The agility of the Sherman tank’s high power-to-weight ratio and steep climbing
ability outshone the lack of agility of the ponderous Tiger and Panther tanks of the German forces. For the terrain of
the Gothic Line the German tanks were over-weight and underpowered - albeit still very dangerous.

This advantage allowed the 8th Hussars to outmaneuver the enemy and gain strategic position by successfully using
axis of advance that the enemy never thought possible. The 8th Hussars crossed the Foglia valley floor and the
Foglia River from Montelabbate to Montecchio. They crossed a deep anti-tank ditch over a German service bridge
which had been forgotten by the Germans and left behind. From here they began an in-line frontal attack straight up
the steep slopes to the high ridges catching the Germans unaware. In fact, the Germans were completely surprised.
They had expected the Canadians to use the same single lane road, which they had used to move their tanks up the
hill. Once the 8th Hussars breached the ridge it was maximum speed into enemy areas of the Gothic Line to establish
toeholds and take possession of the terrain.
That is how the Gothic Line was breached in the 8th Hussar’s sector - by audacity and surprise. From this point on,
the Cape Breton Highlanders, Irish Regiment of Canada, Perth Regiment and the Westminster Regiment poured
through the breach and flanked onto the ridges opening other fronts to allow more Canadian regiments, infantry and
armour, to flood through. This was the “Breaking of the Gothic Line” and it is where the Regiment picked up its Gothic
Line, Montecchio, and Tombe di Pesaro battle honours. The terrain was unbelievable. The audacity of the 8th
Hussars memorable.
The Regiment’s success was noted by German army commanders. In Douglas How’s book, “The 8th Hussars”, he
states at page 272 in footnote 1, that the Chief of Staff of the 76th German Corps reported to his superiors: “Enemy
armoured formations, particularly the Canadian tanks, are no longer sensitive to artillery fire but carry on even under
the heaviest fire concentrations”. Field Marshall Kesselring, commanding general of all German forces in Italy, was
reputed to have said: “I am told the 5th Canadian Armoured Division was excellent.”
The progress of the 8th Hussars and their infantry colleagues over this undulating terrain surprised themselves and
their commanders up the line. But it was much more surprising to Germans and their replacement soldiers who were
marching, at ease with helmets attached to their backpacks, along these roads to the front unaware that their
destinations had already been captured by the Canadians. Many German soldiers became sudden POWs or
casualties as they marched in “column of route” along a narrow road only to find out that when they came around the
turn they were staring down the barrels of 8th Hussar 75 pounders.
Next it was on to Gemmano, another village clustered around a church placed on a high mountain peak centuries
ago. It was subjected to heavy fighting and destroyed during the war. But it has been rebuilt and is a resilient
community today.
Looking out from Gemmano, it was about 20-30 kilometres to Rimini on the coast. From there to the west there were
two ridges leading to the plains of the Po Valley. That 20-30 kilometres of line to Rimini would become the fallback
point for the Gothic Line. The Germans named it: “Green Line 2”.
The Germans knew that if they were pushed back and had to use Green Line 2, they would be in serious trouble. For
that reason, it was defended tenaciously. At about the midpoint on Green Line 2 there was a small hilltop commune
called Coriano. At first glance the Hussars would think of it, as we did, as a rather pleasant and picturesque little
village. They would say “let’s get on with it”. But that is when all hell broke loose.
As we moved to Coriano, we came up over a ridge which we learned was “Graveyard Hill”. It was here that the three
squadrons of the Regiment came over that ridge to see the approaches to Coriano approximately 1000-1500 metres
away. It was from here that the attack on Coriano was launched. It was here that the Regiment fought a coordinated
attack as a Regiment for the first time.
The demolished ruins of a small church found on Graveyard Hill remain today although cordoned off as the walls are
not steady. Looking at Coriano in the distance it was not hard to see what the 8th Hussars saw as they neared HHour. It was here that Cliff McEwen captured the bridge in the valley and rushed C Squadron tanks over it. It was
here that Maj. Keirstead’s tank got bogged down along with another and they had to make their way to safety on foot,
capturing three German soldiers in the process.
Seeing Coriano was an important moment for the four of us; Bill Coupland, Robin Craig, Lee Windsor and myself. As
we were absorbing what we were looking at, a very unique moment occurred. We were standing on “Graveyard Hill”
overlooking Coriano. We were on a private driveway which lead to a small farm enclosure about 50-60 yards away.
As Lee Windsor was outlining the movement of A, B and C Squadrons over the very crest on which we were standing
- we saw in the enclosure, a single horse standing and looking at us. This prompted Lee to relate to the non-Hussars
in our group, the story of the small foal that was found wounded and standing over its dead mother in an area that
was probably within a radius of four to five hundred yards from where we were. That story was about the adoption by
the Regiment of Princess Louise I and the care that was provided by 8th Hussars to nurse the foal to recovery and
later to a full life in Southern New Brunswick. Princess Louise I provided the 8th Hussars her successor, Princess

Louise II. Both are buried beside the 8th Hussar Memorial Cairn in Hampton NB. The story caused everyone to stop
and reflect. It almost seemed as if the horse in the enclosure knew who we were.
We went up the road into Coriano. Walking through Coriano on a beautiful sunny day masked the fight that took place
there. Except for two or three buildings, Coriano was demolished. During the shelling by the three squadrons of the
8th Hussars, the Germans hid in the bowels of the Coriano Castle only to come out and return interdiction fire until
more shelling began.
The resistance was fierce. The Germans did not want to give it up. Coriano and the next ridge were only two ridges
left that could serve as a defensive position for them before the wide plain of the Po Valley, where there was little or
no defensive cover. The Canadians reasoned that if they got over those two ridges, the game was over. Because
from there, it would be racing across the valley to the Alp passes leading to the homeland of Germany - something
Hitler did not want. Unbeknownst to the Canadians, the Germans had moved in fresh Divisions. The fighting was
intense. But finally, Coriano fell.
All of it is sacred ground for the 8th Hussars. I felt very privileged to see the countryside were 8th Hussars achieved
extraordinary success and to understand how they did it. It was quite humbling to walk the streets of Coriano and see
the ruins of Coriano Castle which was put into its current condition by 8th Hussar guns.
The next ridge held the hamlets of San Fortunato and San Marino. The fighting would again be vicious but, this time,
the Hussars were not involved - for them it was a time for a rest. They were moved back to be held in reserve.
After sustained and repeated attacks, both hamlets fell to Canadian Regiments. From those heights the Po Valley
and its plain lay below. For armoured troops it was an attractive thought - racing across that plain at high speed
cutting off ten to twelve German divisions (or so they thought). But there was to be no tanks racing across that plain.
It turned out to be almost impenetrable for three main reasons: a) Hitler ordered that valley to be “held to the last
man” because it was getting too close to Germany, b) over 300,000 additional German troops were brought in to
block the advancing Canadian and Allied Armies, and c) weeks of rain bloated the rivers and streams turning them
into deep and rushing torrents which tanks could not cross. The rains also turned the soft agricultural land into a bog
much like gumbo. Tanks would sink into the mud and the suction would keep them there. The fighting turned back
into an infantryman’s battle - with tanks confined to roadways.
It was hard fighting to the Senio River which was the line of farthest Allied advance in the Adriatic sector. There were
extraordinary casualties. It was during this fighting that the 8th Hussars, now back in the line, picked up their Lamone
Crossing, Misano Ridge and Conventello-Commachio Battle Honours.
Shortly after, the 8th Hussars were called to move to northwest Europe and take on the Germans through the
Netherlands. Their tour in Italy was over. But not all 8th Hussars who went to Italy would go home – fifty-five would
stay behind. It was later in northwest Europe that the war for the 8th Hussars would end.
During our tour of the Po Valley, we went up into the surrounding hills of the British sector to get a view of the vast
plain of the valley. We visited the small Italian town of Predappio. A few months back, Predappio was the subject of a
CBC National report which related that a village in northern Italy saw its town council vote to let local merchants sell
Benito Mussolini memorabilia and fascist material. The concern being expressed by some councillors was that it was
turning the town into a Benito Mussolini shrine. Nevertheless, the measure passed. That village was Predappio and
was the birthplace of Mussolini. His body lies in a special crypt in the village cemetery.
I was uncomfortable being in the town where Mussolini’s birth home still exits and where he is buried. He wanted to
develop the village as a showcase for fascism. He poured a huge amount of money into the town to turn it into a
model village complete with its fascist architecture - which still exists today.
I was struck by the fact that his mausoleum in the community cemetery was a relatively large. It was surrounded by
construction materials and was undergoing extensive renovations. On the construction fence were makeshift
testimonials to Mussolini and to fascism. In the village there were four or five Mussolini memorabilia stores complete
with Mussolini t-shirts and everything else. There were CDs of Nazi-fascist marches and other things such as White
Power T-shirts and Confederate flags. It was depressing. Why all this? What is going on here?
The short answer is that Fascism and Mussolini still have supporters. The explanation seems to be that in 1943 when
Italy was being invaded by the Allies, the resistance to Nazi-fascism rose up and began what has been called the
Italian Civil War (partisan v fascist). There were those who opposed fascism, those who supported it and those who
wanted to be left alone. Finally, this last group had to choose sides. It was brutal confrontation and tore communities
and families apart. People were killed. Ultimately fascism was overthrown. But some say that this civil war was never

fully resolved; and that today, it has moved to the field of politics. This, in part, explains Italy’s history of fractured
political conundrums and splintered governments which continues to plague the country to this very day.
The UNB students in our group saw that dichotomy. The visit to Predappio clearly laid out that, notwithstanding the
numerous war cemeteries in Italy where five thousand young Canadians lying in repose to defeat Nazism and
fascism and to liberate Italy, there are still those who subscribe to the despicable and appalling ideology. This was
the only redeeming feature of the visit to Predappio. This contrast was important for them to see and they saw it.
One footnote: while we were standing in the steps of the Basilica in Predappio, two women came out of the church.
One was a middle-aged woman and her mother. When she inquired as to who we were, and was told we were
“Canadesi” on a university WWII study tour, she melted, as did her mother, and proceeded to warmly shake the
hands of all of us. It was emotional. The lesson is that wherever or whatever the surroundings, you can always find
humanity.
Our final day, quite appropriately, dealt with the Partisans and the raids of the Stella Rossa brigade that was attacking
German forces behind the lines in the areas of Turin and Bologna in the months leading up to the end of September
1944. These partisans would strike the German forces in the valleys and then retire to the safety of the dense forest
on the sides of mountains such as Monte Sole, high above the valleys near Bologna. We traveled up Monte Sole on a
small one lane switchback cart path that back then lead to mini-villages and hamlets at various points on the crests.
Invariably in these small hamlets of 50-80 people there would be a stone church and cemetery, if not in the village
then nearby. There were over 100 such villages sprinkled on high perches of the Monte Sole Mountains. Most of the
men belonged to the partisan brigade and lived out of sight of German eyes. The wives, children and elderly stayed in
the villages and hamlets.
The Germans decided to take revenge. On the 29th of September 1944, they began a week-long period of
massacres of these villages and hamlets. Whole villages were rounded up under guard by the Waffen SS. Residents
were directed to go to a local house, local church or cemetery where they were killed using grenades, machine guns
and bayonets. Included were 315 women, 189 children less than 12 years old, 30 boys between the ages of 12-18,
161 men between the ages 18-60 and 75 men and women over the ages of 60. We visited one cemetery high up in
the mountains where about 100 killings occurred. Still visible are the bullet holes and shrapnel damage in the metal
grave markers.
We also visited the Memorial in Marzabotto which included the final burial site of 770 of these victims. The Italians
mark the Memorial by putting up the name, age and photograph of the victim, if available.
We found three victims who were 14 days old, 23 days old and 27 days old. The crypt included the Cincinnati family.
The five children were:
Celestina Cincinnati age 9
Dante Cincinnati age 8
Carlo Cincinnati age 5
Francesco Cincinnati age 5
Bruno Cincinnati age 2
Armando Cincinnati age 39 (the father, I presume)
With that and a road move back to Rome, the tour was finished.
As we drove toward Rome leaving the battlefields behind, I thought about the Commonwealth War Graves
Cemeteries we visited: Moro River, Cassino, Montecchio, Gradara, Cesena and Coriano Ridge. My thoughts went
back to the fifty-five 8th Hussars who lay in those cemeteries and other cemeteries we did not get to visit. Over the
three weeks, we walked the same ground as they did. We saw what vistas they saw. Now we are preparing to go
home - they are not. Soon we will arrive home - they will not. We will see our loved ones again - they will not. It was
sad.
The entire tour was extraordinary. Dr Lee Windsor and Dr Cindy Brown provided an intimate account of the military
events, geography, topography and the unfolding of the Italian Campaign as well as its impact on the civilian
population. Their descriptions of regiments, decisions and courses of the battles were detailed. It included group
discussion and site visits to different vantage points of each battlefield. Their commentaries were augmented by
those of personal friends they have come to know in Italy and who themselves are knowledgeable about the events
that took place in these communities.
All of that coupled with singlehandedly organizing and administering an efficient 22-day tour for 19 people testified to
their commitment, dedication and passion for the teaching of history. Their work was truly exceptional. It was an

extraordinary experience put together by two extraordinary teachers. I cannot say enough. I commend them and
thank them.
We travelled close to 3000 kms in 22 daysthrough a countryside that has been nothing less than spectacular. At
every turn there were sights and panorama more spectacular than what we had just seen. The food was superb. We
were lodged in small hotels and ate in extraordinary local ristorantes. I can only say that Italy is everything everybody
says.
One final note on Coriano. Pasta is one of Italy’s national culinary delights. Another is gelato. We sampled it
everywhere. The best and biggest gelato I have had on this trip, by far, was in Coriano.
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis

_________________________________________________
The 8th Hussars Sabretache is the official newsletter of the
Association of the 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise's)
Inc. and is published twice yearly
_________________________________________________

Sign up Now for “Operation Dog Tag”
4 Person Golf Scramble for PTSD
Includes Cart, 18 Hole Green Fees, Dinner, Prizes
Hillsborough Legion
When: 24th of Aug 2018 (RED Friday)
Registration Starts @ 08:30, Shotgun @10:00
Where: Hillsborough Golf Club (HGC) Costs:
$75.00 per person (Members of HGC without a
cart pass $50.00 with a cart pass $35.00)
Sign-up at The Hillsborough legion, 31 Legion St.,
Or at the Hillsborough Golf Club’s Pro Shop.
For More Information, Contact The Legion at
734-2289 or Bucky @ 962-1477

From the President:
Fellow Hussars,
My greetings get repetitive in places, with a few new bits thrown in to keep you reading. As a
Regimental Family, we’ve laughed and cried, celebrating achievements like our 170th birthday, and
losses as some of our family members have gone on to Fiddler’s Green.
I won’t speak of TAPVs, or anything else that I look forward to reading about in these pages by the CO
and other contributors from the Regiment. Seeing what the unit is up to always makes me proud, as do
the accomplishments of our five affiliated army cadet corps.
For us within the ranks of blue-and-flannel, we’ve also achieved successes, soon to award bursaries,
maintaining our nationally-recognized museum, and even reminding the rest of the Royal Canadian
Armour Corps that we thrive still. In this latest case, we’ve sponsored a hole in the Corps’ golf
tournament (the 8th hole, of course) to support their own museum in Borden.
We don’t rest in the summer. Coming up are our annual Sussex-based fundraisers, tied to the annual
flea market and balloon fiesta. These events have become staples in our efforts to maintain public
appreciation for the Regiment and its customs and traditions. Can we do more to reach our financial
goals? Of course we can, and I invite all who read this to send in creative ideas and plans to execute
them. I would love nothing more than to hand over the Association with a large bank balance.
Speaking of handovers, we’ll be seeking new members for our Board of Directors in time for our AGM in
September. If you want to get more involved in the running of this valuable group of loyal Hussars,
contact any current member of the Board. Our Nominating Committee is about to get to work, so don’t
wait too long. I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible on our AGM day in September. A
formal Notice of Meeting with agenda will follow soon. Watch for it, as your voice matters.
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis.

Don Bourque
Association Secretary; hussarsassociation@nb.aibn.com
Sabretache Editor; hussarsassociation@nb.aibn.com
Museum; hussarssussex@nb.aibn.com
8 CH (PL) Association; Mail: PO Box 1695, Moncton, NB E1C 9X5
Web page; http://www.8chassociation.com/contact-us.html
Regimental Association and the 8th Hussars Museum; http://www.8chassociation.com/
Facebook; https://www.facebook.com/groups/249320194490/
Museum Blog; http://www.8chassociation.com/blog---museum
Faces to Canadian War Graves Groesbeek; http://www.facestograves.nl/

CO’s Address
Greetings Sabretache readers. It has been a very busy winter and spring for the Regiment. I am pleased to
report that the Hussars have now received delivery of our full complement of 9 Tactical Armoured Patrol
Vehicles (TAPV). The first TAPV was delivered in December 2017 and the remainder soon followed.
This is a large armoured vehicle which is a big step-up from the G-Wagon for our soldiers.
The 8CH Operations and training staff led by WO Rich Larocque outdid themselves training our soldiers
on this new platform over the winter. At one point we were running a Basic Military Qualification Course
for new recruits and two TAPV courses. The instructors’ hard work and dedication has paid off as we
now have more than the minimum number of TAPV Drivers and Gunners required to field a full Troop of
TAPV. This fall when training resumes we will take the TAPVs to the CFB Gagetown Training Area and
learn how to fight this new platform.
We put a strong push on recruiting over the past several months and the Army has streamlined some of
the processes of recruiting so that applicants can be enrolled faster if they are suitable. This has worked
out well for the 8CH and we have seen strong growth. We recently just enrolled another 10 soldiers who
will start Basic Training soon in Aldershot NS.
We had another highly successful Regimental Birthday Ball in April in Moncton. Next year’s Ball is
slated for Saturday 6 April 2019 at the Crowne Plaza in Moncton. We really appreciate the support and
involvement of the extended Hussar family. Please consider joining us at the ball next year.
I was pleased to be able to join the Radley-Walters Chapter for their annual reunion in Petawawa. It was a
first-class event. Well done to Frank Smith and the rest of the organizing team. It was great to see so
many familiar faces.

Regi Patriaeque Fidelis
LCol Tom Peppard

LAST POST 2018
With sadness we announce the passing of the following members of the Corps and Regimental families
of which we have been recently made aware of;
Cwo (Ret’d) Ron Bancroft
Mr Peter Marteinson
Sgt (Ret’d) George Martin
Mr. Harold Stevens (WW2 Hussar)
Mrs. Edith Clarke
Mr. William Palmer
Mr. Laurence Morrow (WW2 Hussar)
Cwo Royden Messer
Mr. Gorden Vincent Clarke (WW2 Hussar)
Mrs, Irene Baldwin Kingston
Sgt (Ret’d)) Daryl Aurther Harvey
Mr. Kevin Kelly (Brother Don Kelly)
Mcpl (Ret’d) John Kolody
Mrs. Joyce Green
Mr. Doug Neilson
Cwo (Ret’d) Wally Travis
Mrs. Ruth Clarke (Wife Vincent Clarke)
Wo (Ret’d) Richard “Benny” Benoit
Mr. George Stuart
Mr. Floyd Francis “Joe” Collins
Mr. Jeff Stark
Mr Ishmael Shaw (Father Terry Shaw)
Mr. Charles Langille
Mr. Patrick William Macdonald
Mr. Donald George Abbs
Mr. Donald Lewis Green
Mr. Neil (Bing) Crosby (WW2 Hussar)
Maj (Ret’d) E.C.H. Latham
Mrs. Margaret Levesque
Mr. Norm Vincent Wood
Mwo (Ret’d)) Freeman T Shupe (Father Of Pam Catry)
Mr. Gorden Carson (Wwii Hussar)
Mr. Carl Wilfred Oakley
Mrs Roberta Kraft (Fairweather)
Mrs. Janice “Jan” Macdonald
Mrs. Corrine “Dixie” Draper
Mrs. Elsa Kramell (101 Years Young)
Mrs. Patricia (Pat) Crook
Mrs May D’amour (Wife of Maurice)
MWO Jeff Stark - Passed Away In Edmonton December 16, 2017
REGI PATRIAEQUE FIDELIS – FAITHFUL TO SOVEREIGN AND COUNTRY

Grief is the hardest journey we will ever walk.

They shall grow not old, as we who are left grow old. Age shall
not weary them, not the years condemn. At the going down of the
sun, and in the morning, we will remember them.

Normandy France
JUNE 6th 1944

Radley Walters Chapter
Hello everyone! The Radley-Walters Chapter sends best wishes to all members, of the Regiment and the 8th
Canadian Hussar Association. The chapter has continued to flourish with great support from its membership. We are
enjoying another successful year to date.
Our 30th annual reunion 2018 held on 25-26 May was by all accounts an excellent reunion. We once again had good
attendance at our meet and greet and dinner dance.

L to R: Terry Swyers, Roberta Smith, William Sedor, Ken and Jean Murphy, Mike Hogan, Tiffany and Wally
Bryan, and Grant and Betty Yakimenko.
The chapter managed to attract another 16 new members in 2018 because of the tireless effort of our membership
chairman, Frank Smith. We had 11of the new members present at this year’s reunion. Membership is just one of the
many hats that Frank wears but his efforts in this regard are appreciated.
We asked that it not rain on our parade but the weather does not always listen. Although very poor conditions across
Ontario, it stopped raining long enough to allow our Golf Tournament to proceed. The Radley-Walters Cup was
enjoyed by all involved. It started in a light mist but cleared up nicely as the day progressed. Grant Radley-Walters
(Gen Rad's son) joined us for a round of golf. Grant was on hand to present the Radley-Walters cup and trophies. It
was our 6th Annual golf tournament and a great time was had by all participants as they competed for the RadleyWalters Cup. The winners were in 1st place Jack Griffiths and Larry Zaporsan. Second place went to Hank Overink
and Grant Yakimenko. The winners of closest to the Pin were Larry Boytel for Men and Betty Yakimenko for
women’s 1st and Alice Overink for women’s 2nd place. Congratulations to this year’s winners!

The success of the tournament is in the capable hands of our chapter golf pro, Charlie Butt. Each year Charlie has
organised this event and always does a superb job of conducting the tournament. Charlie we offer our thanks for
organising another fine tournament.

A long standing member of our chapter, Mr. Arnie Jantz, was given the honour of cutting the cake at this year’s
reunion. Pictured L to R: Chapter President Bob Lescombe, looking on as Arnie Jantz and LCol Tom Peppard CO
8CH assisted Arnie in cutting the Cake.
The Birthday Cake pictured was most graciously donated by Arnie Jantz. An additional cake was donated by the
Eganville Foodland and arranged by Jamie and Colleen Kendell. Our sincere thanks to Arnie and the Kendall’s

for their continued support to the chapter.
The chapter has always tried to maintain contact with the Association and its members through articles like
this and our continued promotion of the Hussar family through close ties with the Association.
Vice President of the 8th Canadian Hussar Association and 8CH Museum curator, Tom McLaughlin was on hand to
present Certificates of appreciation to Doug and Sharen Seed for their long and continuous service to the chapter.
Chapter member Gary Barling also made a presentation of another model to Tom for the 8CH museum. Gary has
been actively working with the 8CH Museum creating historically accurate scale models, which he has presented to
them on several occasions. Gary the chapter offers our thanks for all that you do. Tom, we offer our sincere thanks
to you for your continued support and participation in this year’s reunion.

The Radley-Walter Chapter is your chapter and its success is only possible with your support. The Chapter
continues to flourish due to your participation, dues and donations, without them the chapter would struggle to
survive.
This year we were pleased to see so many former CO’s present. There support is greatly appreciated. We offer our
sincere thanks to all those who participate in our reunions each year. We can also be found on Facebook, ask to join
our group the Radley-Walters Chapter for more information and reunion pictures.
As a reminder our next reunion is 24-26 May 2019 in Petawawa. Watch for our fall and spring newsletters for
information.
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis
Doug Seed
Secretary
Radley-Walters Chapter

Pictured L to R is: Ted Nurse, Mike Ward,
Greg Taylor, Doug Harrison and Larry Zaporsan.

HOT OF THE PRESS
BURSARY COMMITTEE REPORT
Thanks again to Major Steve Neily the Bursary Chairman and his committee, Sgt Gary Keddy, Sgt Broghan Ryan
and MCpl Ben Hughes for doing an excellent job once again. Major Steve has served as Chair for 5 years now.
As you may know the Association may award 3 different Bursaries annually and only a total of 8 applications
were received this year. And the winners were;
ENTRANCE BURSARY ($1000.00)
CONTINUING STUDIES BURSARY ($1000.00)
LCOL R.S. MCLEOD MEMORIAL BURSARY ($500.00)

Rafe Keirstead
Mitchell Robinson
Allistair Houghton

Congratulations to all.
These successful applicants will receive a letter in the near future with their cheque.
REMINDER
All unsuccessful applicants are reminded that they should re apply for these bursaries in the future.

Operation REASSURANCE
The Canadian Armed Forces has members serving on Operation REASSURANCE in Central and Eastern
Europe. They are there as part of NATO assurance and deterrence measures. These measures aim to
reinforce NATO’s collective defence. It also shows the strength of Allied solidarity.
The CAF deployed about 450 Canadian Army members to Latvia. There they are leading a NATO battlegroup
comprising of military members from several nations, including:









Albania
Canada
Italy
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain

This battlegroup works as part of the Latvian Land Forces Infantry Brigade. It is based at Camp Adazi, Latvia.
________________________________________________________________________________________

OP Reassurance (By Cpl Andre Poirier, x 8CH dude)
Sveiki from Latvia
There is (was) currently 4 past Hussar’s deployed on OP Reasurance for a 6 month tour. Cpl Poirier and
Cpl Cummins as supply tech, MCpl Mah as postal tech and Cpl Mah as EO tech. We’re all currently
posted with 2 RCR supporting the enhance forward present battle group in Latvia (eFP latvia).

LH to RH Cpl Andre Poirier, Cpl Tyler Mah, MCpl Richard Mah, Cpl Scott Cummins

Trooper John Joseph Caissie
This is a story submitted by Retired MWO (Frenchy) Emery Richard.
One of Emery’s friends is this Hussar Veteran of WWII and a proud Hussar.
Emery’s friend is John Joseph Caissie.
Here is some information, pictures and a few good stories.

John just turned 95 and lives in the Moncton area.
DOB:
Service Number;
Date Enlistment;
Theatres of Service;
Discharge;
Type of Discharge;
Rank;

13 Apr 1922 St. Anthony, NB
G-4441
5 June 1942 Moncton NB
Canada, Britain and Northwest Europe
6 Mar 1946 Fredericton NB
Honorable
Trooper

Liberation of France Medal
These stories below given to Emery and told by John J. Caissie. (Somewhat edited)
When I was a young fellow growing up in NB, WWII had already started. I decided to
join the Army so off to see the recruiters in Moncton I went. I told them I wanted to join
the Army! I completed all the paper work and I passed everything with flying colors.
Then I was sent to Edmunston NB for my basic training. While on basic they asked me
what I wanted to do, I said I didn’t like to walk much! So they said great, we have
something for you… they just started something new called Recce and I wouldn’t have
to walk much. I passed all my courses and off I went to Depot in Dundurn, Sask.
While in Depot (Camp) we received training on a few different weapons and vehicles.
Having completed all my Depot Training it was time to make the big move across the
water.
I asked John about his time in Hampshire, his reply was, that was a longtime ago and
many bottles of wine. You had to know John.

The Fort Garry Horse regiment landed in Normandy on 6 June 1944, as part of the 2nd
Canadian Armoured Brigade, in support of the 8th Infantry Brigade, 3rd Canadian
Infantry Division, and fought in North-West Europe until the end of the war and now I am
in Normandy with the FGH as a replacement. The war goes on and the Germans are
pushed back. Finally I and the Garries end the war in Holland.
I remembered that when the war ended, Canadians soldiers were working on farms
trying to rebuild Holland, while they waited their return home.
The rule was the first Regiment in Europe was the first Regiment out; therefore the
Hussars were coming home before the Garries. I remembered that Canada sold some
of their old war equipment to other Countries instead of bringing them home. I also
heard that we sold equipment to (Yugoslavia or Czechoslovakia)

John posing beside his
transport veh.

Well I didn’t like to walk much nor did I like to work on a farm. So, I managed to get on
as a driver to ferry Canadian soldiers equipment. I did quite a few runs back and forth
and decided because the war is over and the job is done, it’s time to go home.
Well I was a FGH now. The Hussars were leaving first and I met a young Hussars who
was in love with a little Dutch girl and he was in no hurry to come home therefore I
decided to take his place and we just changed Cap badge. I came home with the
Hussars on The SS Ile de France and the young fellow stayed with the Fort Garry Horse
and his Love.
I asked John what about if they got caught, he said what can they do, the war is over.
Is this true, well you don’t know John J. Caissie.
Well I am on this big cruise ship to come home and we arrive in Halifax NS. This is
interesting I thought, we were greeted as returning Heroes by a Military photographer.

This guy is on the dock in Halifax and wants to take photos of returning Canadians; they
gather a few Soldiers together for a photo and guess what, I am one of the Hussars.

The SS Ile de France

Johns trip back to Canada
The SS Ile de France was a French ocean liner built in Saint-Nazaire, France for the
Compagnie Générale Transatlantique. The Ile de France was launched in 1926 at the
Penhoët shipyard. The ship served members of the Canadian, American and British
military after being converted to a troop ship in 1941. It would serve the Allied interests
until September 1945.

On 26 January 1946, I and a bunch of Hussars arrived in Halifax and the next day we
reached Sussex, New Brunswick where we were all demobilized. The overseas
regiment disbanded on 15 February 1946. We didn't waste time around Sussex. I
hitched a ride home with this fellow and his father. By the time we got to Moncton we
were all feeling pretty good! All I could say is this is where I get off.
A few years ago John and Emery Richard were contacted by the Fort Garry Horse
Museum. They were informed that France was giving awarding a special Medal to
Canadian Soldiers for the Liberation of France.
Well they did all the paper work and John J. Caissie received his Medal.

A few years ago Emery and John noticed that John did not receive his Medal for the
Liberation of Holland. Was this an oversight or is it because he came home as a
Hussar… or with the Hussars. They filled out the appropriate paperwork and thanks to
the hard work we did manage to get him one.

Charlie’s Medals
(By Scovil Brown and Rick Stevens)

The following speech was given by Rick Stevens at the Christmas Dinner of the Colonel Gamblin
Chapter of the 8th Hussars, in Hampton, N.B. on December 2, 2017.
“Thank you for allowing me to speak, at this dinner. I, on behalf of the Stevens family, would like to
thank Sharon and Scovil Brown, Borden McLellan, Tom McLaughlin and members of the 8th Hussars for
your presence and support at our father’s funeral on June 7 2017.
Special thanks also goes to Frank Smith, in Petawawa for his continued communications and the Radley
Walters Chapter of the 8th Hussars for all the cards and “well wishes” sent to Harold, over the years.
Harold and his two brothers, Charlie and Jack were proud members of the 8th Hussars. With me today,
to remember them are: my sister Karen and her husband Ron; my sister Gail and her husband Martin,
and my cousins Connie, Sandra and Charlie, with his wife Fran, children of Jack Stevens. This dinner had
been invaded by the Stevens.
At my father’s funeral, during the eulogy, I told a story about Harold and Charlie. It was probably
September 3, 1944, and Charlie was busy writing letters to more than one girl he had waiting at home.
My father, while taking practice swings with his softball bat, saw how apprehensive Charlie seemed to
be about the attack on Coriano Ridge, the next day. Harold said to his brother.
“Charlie, I should break your arm with this bat, so you won’t have to go on the attack tomorrow.”Charlie
paused for a second to consider the proposal than shoot his head and said, ”Don’t be so crazy,” and
continued to write his letters.
The next day, September 4th, Charlie was mortally wounded, during the assault on Coriano Ridge. He
died on September 9th, 1944. Harold said the biggest regret he had in his life was “not swinging that
bat”.
On October 4, 1944, Harold replied to a letter his brother, Ossie, had written from home. The Stevens
family had initially been told that Charlie had been wounded, in action.

Oct 7, 1944 Italy
Dear Ossie,
I received your letter about Charlie being wounded. You know the sad news, by this time. It’s damn
hard. I’ve been with him in some hard scraps. He was one to be proud of in a tough spot. It’s tough for
Dad, try and cheer him up, Ossie. I wrote to him last night, or I tried to write him. It’s hard for me to
write about Charlie. We were going to get together and buy a restaurant after the war. It’s hard to
realize he’s gone. You want the full story. I will give it to you as I know it;
It started in the morning, just as dawn was breaking. We were to attack a series of strong points on a
ridge, just before us. We went in with our tanks, supported by infantry. After a hard fight, we took
the ridge, in front of us. We then decided to continue to the next ridge. We started down the hill
towards the start of the next hill. On the way down, all hell broke loose. It was a trap. Jerry had every
gun in Italy, on the ridge, firing at us. The tank Charlie was in, made it to a big ditch, at the foot of
the hill, which was protection from heavy guns, which fired over them, his mortars were playing hell
with them, so much so that they had to evacuate the tank. They were machine gunned getting out.
The driver and the operator were killed instantly. Charlie was wounded in the back. The crew
commander was hit several times, the co-driver was shot through both legs. A major Kierstead was the
crew commander. He went for help and got captured by Jerries. Our fellows captured the Jerries and
freed him, three days later.
The tank I was in was a half mile to the right of Charlie’s. I never knew this until I had a talk to the
Co-Driver in hospital later. We were ordered back to the earlier objective, after dark we pulled back.
Charlie was missing, so I was told. About six days later they said we was in hospital, wounded. When
I was in hospital I met the Co –Driver. He told me this story. He was with Charlie until he died, in
hospital. They lay in No-mans land for five days. He said Charlie never suffered a bit, he was just
paralyzed from the hips down, no feeling of pain. A Sergeant (Fisher) discovered them, dressed their
wounds, and brought then water and food, stayed with them for five days until an infantry patrol
rescued them, but too long without medical attention, was the trouble. Charlie was cheerful, all
through it. He was someone for us to remember always. We can well be proud of our brother Charlie.
Ossie, he was what I call great. Dad will take it hard. You tell him just what happened. I sent him a
piece of a paper about the reporter’s story of it. Jack is still on M.P. in tank school, I think. I hurt my
arm, a bit. Ok now, ready to go again.
Write soon. Yours,
Harold.
Give Marion my love.

You can see that Harold and Charlie were very close and his death was hard on Harold.
After our father’s death, on June 1st, my two sisters, Karen and Gail and I were going through Dad’s
belongings. In the top drawer of a dresser, in Harold’s bedroom, was the place Dad stored items he
treasured, which were meaningful and sentimental to him. We were surprised to discover a set of 5
medals, in a small box. We knew they were not Harold’s for Karen had taken them to Scovil Brown, who
had the medals refurbished and Gail had them displayed, in a beautiful shadow box.
The mystery was solved when we found a card issued by the Government of Canada which read:
The Minister of National Defence, in forwarding the enclosed Medals issued in respect of the service of
G191 Tpr. C. T. Stevens during the war of 1939-1945, begs to express on behalf of the Government of
Canada which contained a ‘silver bar’ on which was inscribed:
TPR. C.T. Stevens
8 N.B. Hussars
Died in his Country’s Service
9 Sept, 1944.
We surmised this was sent to Charlie’s father, Frank Stevens. A Silver Cross was usually sent to the
mother of a fallen soldier. Since Charlie’s mother died in 1939, we guessed the Silver Bar was presented
to his father, to commemorate his son’s sacrifice.
Karen, Gail and I realized our father treasured these symbols of Charlie’s courage and sacrifice and that
he assumed the responsibility of ‘caretaker’ of these important pieces of Stevens Family history.
Although it would be an honour for Karen, Gail or I to be the ‘caretaker’ of Charlie’s medals, we agreed
another family members was more deserving.
This person worked for and with my father for a number of years and whose work ethic Harold admired
and respected. This person visited Harold numerous times over the past few years, always bringing with
him books about the 8th Hussars and the Canadian Army during World War II. Finally, this person is the
unofficial family historian of the 8th Hussars. He has a passion for history and the involvement of our
family members in the Hussars. That person is our cousin Charlie, who was named after our uncle,
Trooper C.T. Stevens. We know he will proudly display Charlie’s badges of honour and will tell Uncle
Charlie’s story of courage and sacrifice. And, when the time is right, he will pass them on to the next
generation, in the Stevens Family. At this time I would like to call upon our cousin Charlie, to come up
and accept guardianship of Uncle Charlie’s Medals.
The Stevens participation at the Gamblin Chapter of the 8th Hussars Christmas Dinner in Hampton was
prompted by an idea of Scovil Brown, for which we are grateful. I contacted Scovil in July of 2017, to see
if he could help me to find someone to refurbish the recently discovered medals belonging to Charlie.
When Scovil heard Karen, Gail and I planned to present them to our cousin Charlie, he thought a proper
setting for such a presentation would be at the 8th Hussars Christmas Dinner. He was right. The Stevens
family thoroughly enjoyed themselves and those present at the dinner appreciated our story. We plan
on attending future Hussars dinners. The connections we made, that day, with other family members of
Hussars, was truly meaningful. Thank you to Scovil and the Hussar family.

MY BOY WILLIE
The Armored corp the king of war,
Willie is the fighting breed,
Day or night, dark or light
The foe will know
we're there all right,
We'll be fighting in the front
to our battle cry
The Armored corp's tanks are there,
My boy Willie,
with clanking treads,
and our steel bare,
Turrets in line, and hull combine
The grandest warriors of our time,
we'll be fighting in the front to our battle cry,
The Armored corps leads the rest,
My boy Willie
In war and peace we are the best
Willie's always in the lead
shot or shell,
the enemy hell
our charge will let them know damn well
We are fighting in the front to our battle cry,
The Armored corps sets the pace,
My Boy Willie
We're in the front of every race,
Willie heeds his country's plead,
In the fight, our Guidon bright
Will send the enemy home in a fright
The Armored corps is in the lead with their battle cry.

This Armour Corp and Regimental march is based on the Worcestershire folk song. In
the First World War the two sizes of tanks were called Big Willie and Little Willie after
Kaiser Wilhelm and his son.

th

A Galloping 8 Hussar
I'm a soldier in the Queen's Army.
I'm a galloping 8th Hussar.
I've sailed the ocean wide and blue.
I'm a chap who knows a thing or two.
Been in many a tight corner.
Shown the enemy who we are.
I can ride a horse.
Go on a spree, or sing a comic song.
And that denotes an 8th Hussar.
(OPEN UP THE BELOW LINK AND SING ALONG!)
http://nebula.wsimg.com/33a879d337bf99a24474a75944a1774e?AccessKeyId=FA39D23B8C57ECBEF009&dis
position=0&alloworigin=1

REMINDERS
09 Jul 18 - Canada 150th Community Programs Sussex fest 2018 – Home Coming theme.
17-19 Aug 18 – Flea Market Parking
07-09 Sep 18 – Balloon Fiesta Parking
20/21 Sep 18 – Association AGM
11 Nov 18 - Remembrance Day
24-26 May 2019 - Radley-Walters Chapter next reunion in Petawawa.
THE HUSSARS ARE LOOKING FOR A NEW EDITOR.

OP DISTINCTION
On the 21 of October 2017 the 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise’s) attended a
parade and dedication ceremony of a Lynx monument in the town of Sussex.
Approximately 30 members of the Regiment were on parade for the ceremony at what
used to be the old Sussex train station, now our Regimental museum. The monument was
dedicated to the memory of Hussars who gave their lives in service to our country during UN
and NATO contributions overseas. The dedication consisted of addresses by different
government representatives including the mayor of Sussex, and the local Member of Parliament,
the Hon Alaina Lockhart as well as our Regimental Padre, all of who reflected on the importance
of recognizing the role played by the Hussars throughout Canada’s 150 years. It was a powerful
service and troops were happy to have had the chance of being part of it; in the words of Tpr
Maxime Michaud “It was an honour for me to be part of the unveiling of this monument. It is
essential that we remember those who gave their life so that we can live in a safer world. I
believe it is important that they are never forgotten and a monument like this helps us remember
the sacrifice they made for us. I was glad to see that many people attended the ceremony and
took the time to talk to the veterans that were present. It was a great event and I am honoured
that I had the opportunity to be part of it.”
Once the ceremony was over, all in attendance were invited to visit the museum to learn
more about the Hussars' rich history and interact with serving members of the Regiment before
they left the historical site. Upon returning to the Sussex Armouries, we were able to take part in
the 8th Canadian Hussars Association AGM, which exposed some our newest members to the
role of the Association, the events that are being planned.
Much of the planning of this special day was conducted by Maj (Retd) Tom McLaughlan
who had been working diligently on this project for over a year. Well done Tom.
Regi Patriaeque Fidelis
2Lt Mayte Portilla-Villalon

Members of the Regiment march to the site of the ceremonies lead by the RCMP Pipes and
Drums.

8CH (PL) members on parade.

TAPV DRWS 0032 Operators Crse.
By Don Abbott
The TAPV DRWS course was run from 18 May to 06 June at 5 CDTC (5th Canadian Division
Training Center) in Gagetown. On course representing the 8CH was MCpl’s D. Abbott and G.R.
Kierstead as students, MCpl B.M. Hughes and Sgt M.J. Belliveau as instructors, Sgt B.A.J. Ryan as
crse. WO, MWO J. Harding as Crse. Officer and Tpr. J.L. Malenfant as stores man. The course
was mainly run for PEIR personnel with additional candidates from Halifax Rifles and 8CH. Like
most weapon system courses, the first few days were spent on mainly learning the new
weapons. How to take them apart, put them back together (with no left-over parts) and how to
clean them.

After that it was learning the different drills and procedures needed to run the systems and
make them operate. Then practice, practice, practice.

This went on till the end of the second full week when it was time for the ranges on Saturday
for static shoots and Sunday for Battle runs. Time to put all we had learned to use and see if we
could actually hit something, preferable what we were aiming at.

As usual the mechs had to be there to fix things as we broke them.

The following Monday was a short-day due to having the range over the weekend, spent all
morning cleaning the weapons used.

Tuesday, Day off. RELAX.
Last day. Major cleanup of all the TAPV’s used, turning in kit and range stores, listing of all the
faults found and suggestions on what can be changed during the Course critique.
Time to go home.

Some History On The Uniform

Volunteer cavalry troops raised in New Brunswick under the Militia Act of 1825 were
required to provide their own horses, uniforms, and equipment. As each troop designed
its own uniform, the resulting military splendour was curbed only by imagination and
funds. Some wore red jackets, others wore blue, and at least one troop imported hussar
uniforms from England.
Early in its existence the regiment adopted the hussar uniform, and the mounted escort
for the Prince of Wales during his visit to New Brunswick in 1860 was dressed in blue.
After Confederation, the unit obtained cavalry uniforms through government supply
channels: a dark-blue hussar jacket with white collar, braided on the chest, cuffs, back
seams, and skirt edges with yellow worsted cord. Blue cloth overalls were trimmed
down the outside seam with a double white stripe. The round pillbox forage cap with
white band and button, and black leather chin-strap was the only headgear issued by
government stores. However, the regiment purchased hussar busbies with white
plumes and bags for ceremonial wear.

The men were equipped with a white pouch belt, black leather pouch, and a sword-belt
with white leather slings, worn under the jacket. In the early years the unit was issued
the Enfield rifle; but its length made it difficult to carry on horseback, and it was replaced
by the Spencer carbine in the late 1860s. In turn, the Spencer was succeeded by the
Snider carbine in 1872. The basic dress of the 8th Hussars changed little during the
final years of the nineteenth century. The white helmet with brass spike, chin chain, and
helmet plate was issued for full dress in 1885.
For service dress, the officers adopted a dark-blue patrol jacket trimmed with black
mohair braid and tapes, a plain brown leather pouch belt, and black leather

Sabretache with regimental badge.
The plate illustrates a mounted junior officer of the mid-1890s in full dress. On each side
of his dark-blue hussar jacket are six loops of gold chain lace with caps and drops,
fastening with six gold-net-covered olivets. The entire jacket is edged with gold chain
lace. On each back seam is a double row of the same lace forming a crow's-foot at the
top, passing under a netted cap at the waist and terminating in an Austrian knot at the
hem of the skirt. The white collar is trimmed top and bottom with gold lace, and the blue
cuffs are trimmed with a gold-chain Austrian knot.
The busby has a gold oval cockade in front of the eight-inch white plume. The white
busby bag is trimmed with gold braidand a single gold-lace-covered button. The gold
cord cap lines fasten about the neck with the free ends looped up on the right shoulder.
Dark-blue pantaloons with double white stripe are worn with black Wellington boots and
steel spurs.

8th Hussars Oldest Veteran – G250, Cpl Hugh Riley
On 12 July 2018, Cpl Hugh Riley, the Regiments oldest living veteran will turn 103 years old.
Hugh currently resides in the Dr Everett Chalmers Hospital Veterans housing unit and is
enjoying good health. His family and the Veterans Wing will be hosting a birthday party for
Hugh and members are welcome to visit in limited numbers. Please mark your calendars and
if you are in the area stop by and wish Hugh best wishes.
L-Cpl Scribner and Cpl Hugh Riley Ortona, March 44

Check out this blog!
http://www.8chassociation.com/blog/riley

CAF Joint Task Force-Iraq
Joint Task Force-Iraq is responsible for:



national command and control of Operation IMPACT personnel and operations
coordinating operations with the Coalition headquarters

The CAF operates an all-source intelligence centre as part of Joint Task Force-Iraq. It gathers
information from a variety of sources. It is responsible for collecting, synthesizing, and analyzing
this information.
This intelligence is then used for operational planning. It ultimately helps to:



protect Coalition forces
determine how to conduct Coalition operations

CAF members serve in key positions in Coalition headquarters around the Middle East. They
have high-demand skills in planning and carrying out military operations. These skills support
and enable the Coalition and Iraqi security forces. The CAF members are experts in areas such
as:




intelligence operations
targeting
command and control

JTF-I Detachment Erbil is made up of some 30 CAF members. It is known as Camp Érable. It is
host to and directly supports:



the Tactical Aviation Detachment
the Canadian-led Coalition Role 2 medical facility

About 20 CAF engineers are delivering explosive threat training to the Iraqi security forces in
Besmaya, Iraq. This training aims for the Iraqi security forces to be self-sufficient in the long
term.
The CAF commands a Role 2 medical facility in northern Iraq. It has a mandate to provide
lifesaving medical and surgical care to Coalition forces. Approximately 35 CAF members serve
at this facility in roles that include:








senior leadership
physicians
nurses
medical technicians
laboratory and diagnostic imaging technicians
a dental team
support staff

Medical facility capabilities include:


resuscitation







damage control surgery
intensive care support
dental care
diagnostic imaging
a medical lab

Mission Context:
Daesh was formed in Iraq in October 2004. The leader of a group known as Jamaat al-Tawhid
wal-Jihad, aligned with Al-Qaeda. This created what was then known as Al-Qaeda in Iraq. The
group has also been known as:




the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)
the Islamic State (IS)
the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)

Daesh advocates radical interpretations of Islam. It also claims religious authority over all
Muslims. It aims to create a caliphate in the Levant region. This area includes:









Iraq
Syria
Jordan
Israel
the West Bank and Gaza
Lebanon
Cyprus
a part of southern Turkey

Daesh aims to achieve its goals by converting or killing non-Sunni populations. Its ultimate
objective is to establish a world-wide Islamic caliphate.
The group began taking control of territory in Iraq and Syria in 2014. It started with Fallujah in
Iraq in January 2014. It ended with the fall of Mosul in June 2014. Its rapid advance across Iraq
and Syria has:




displaced millions of people and caused the death of thousands
undermined stability in Iraq and the region
posed a threat to international security

Daesh has fighters across Iraq and Syria. A number of these are foreign recruits.
The United States President authorized targeted military intervention in Iraq on August 7, 2014.
Canada joined the United States-led Coalition in the summer of 2014 to dismantle and
ultimately defeat Daesh. The Coalition includes many of Canada’s closest allies and partners. It
also includes important regional partners.
The Global Coalition has been effective. Daesh is on the defensive and is losing control of the
territory it once held. Despite the significant progress that has been made in Iraq and Syria, the
fight against Daesh will take time. The Canadian Armed Forces remains committed to the
Global Coalition efforts towards a lasting defeat of Daesh.

